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Operations associate Rosita Cifuentes wipes down a set of headphones for a studentOperations associate Rosita Cifuentes wipes down a set of headphones for a student
at Bridge the Gap College Prep in Marin City, Calif. on Wednesday, Sept. 30, 2020.at Bridge the Gap College Prep in Marin City, Calif. on Wednesday, Sept. 30, 2020.
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The growth of learning hubs across Marin may be an important success story toThe growth of learning hubs across Marin may be an important success story to
the difficulties that the pandemic has dealt to local students.the difficulties that the pandemic has dealt to local students.

Some 55 such hubs have opened around Marin, providing in-need students theSome 55 such hubs have opened around Marin, providing in-need students the
means of bridging their difficulties in getting internet access to keep up with onlinemeans of bridging their difficulties in getting internet access to keep up with online
classes.classes.

In mid-October, there were only 30 in place. That number has blossomed to theIn mid-October, there were only 30 in place. That number has blossomed to the
level where 1,500 pupils are able to bridge the digital divide and close a gap thatlevel where 1,500 pupils are able to bridge the digital divide and close a gap that
should have no place in public education.should have no place in public education.

For most students, according to educators, online learning is not as effective asFor most students, according to educators, online learning is not as effective as
classroom instruction. But the spread of COVID-19 has kept most of Marin’s kidsclassroom instruction. But the spread of COVID-19 has kept most of Marin’s kids
out of classrooms, a precaution deemed necessary to keep them, their familiesout of classrooms, a precaution deemed necessary to keep them, their families
and school faculties safe.and school faculties safe.

For most of Marin’s kids, access to the internet is not a huge problem. But for tooFor most of Marin’s kids, access to the internet is not a huge problem. But for too
many, it’s been a hurdle.many, it’s been a hurdle.

The number of students whose educations have been suspended because theyThe number of students whose educations have been suspended because they
have had no internet access has not been counted.have had no internet access has not been counted.

But the number of students who have joined the local hubs is significant.But the number of students who have joined the local hubs is significant.

While the growth of the hubs is a reflection of need, it is also a reflection of localWhile the growth of the hubs is a reflection of need, it is also a reflection of local
financial support for establishing them and keeping them running and maintainingfinancial support for establishing them and keeping them running and maintaining
them as safe learning environments amid the pandemic.them as safe learning environments amid the pandemic.

The support of the nonprofit Marin Promise Partnership has been a huge help,The support of the nonprofit Marin Promise Partnership has been a huge help,
both in providing an important learning portal and tracking student attendance,both in providing an important learning portal and tracking student attendance,
another vital measure in helping enable access to equal education.another vital measure in helping enable access to equal education.

Fundraising continues to support the hubs. Bank of Marin’s $200,000 donation hasFundraising continues to support the hubs. Bank of Marin’s $200,000 donation has
served as a catalyst in the growth of the hubs to meet an all-too-real need.served as a catalyst in the growth of the hubs to meet an all-too-real need.

The Marin YMCA has also been active in this growth, running 16 or the hubsThe Marin YMCA has also been active in this growth, running 16 or the hubs
around the county.around the county.

Bridge the Gap College Prep is leading the hub in Marin City, where the nonprofitBridge the Gap College Prep is leading the hub in Marin City, where the nonprofit
has been working to help low-income students stay on an educational coursehas been working to help low-income students stay on an educational course
toward college.toward college.



Andy Robles, the agency’s director, said the hubs not only provide an impetus forAndy Robles, the agency’s director, said the hubs not only provide an impetus for
regular attendance and participation by providing dependable online access; theyregular attendance and participation by providing dependable online access; they
offer students the space they might get at home to be able to focus on their onlineoffer students the space they might get at home to be able to focus on their online
lessons.lessons.

The hubs are also located closer to students’ homes.The hubs are also located closer to students’ homes.

Obviously, the status quo was not going to work when it came to making sure noObviously, the status quo was not going to work when it came to making sure no
child in this county was left behind when it came to online schooling.child in this county was left behind when it came to online schooling.

The learning hubs have helped bridge gaps to keep kids in school and to helpThe learning hubs have helped bridge gaps to keep kids in school and to help
them keep up with their lessons.them keep up with their lessons.

We all look forward to the day when local youngsters and their teachers can safelyWe all look forward to the day when local youngsters and their teachers can safely
return to their classrooms and their important daily regimens. But we are enduringreturn to their classrooms and their important daily regimens. But we are enduring
times filled with uncertainties.times filled with uncertainties.

Striving to help make sure all local students keep up with their education shouldStriving to help make sure all local students keep up with their education should
be a certainty and Marin educators, agencies and generous donors have joinedbe a certainty and Marin educators, agencies and generous donors have joined
forces to make that a reality.forces to make that a reality.
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